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T h e  A m a z i n g  L e i s u r e  I m m e r s i o n

Enjoying Happy Hour on the outdoor patio

Sequential Order
Order of spaces that are arranged 
in a hierarchy, with their unique 
purpose.

Asymmetrical Balance
Placement of the spaces, create 
rhythmic and radiance sense of 
movement.

Unity
Create elements that support each 
other and all work together toward 
a common goal.

T  A  L  I

Materials - outdoor patio

Point of View - Each family culture is as unique as the family who exemplifies it. The beliefs, 
values, traditions, customs are influencing the culture. A great community life involves 
connection, sharing, closeness, and love. 

Design Thesis - Sequential Continuity

Intent - To design a place that promotes a sequential order of elements in a unified design. 

Building INFO and Site Plan - Western Building| 1201 Western AVE, Seattle

Project Vehicle – Boutique Hotel
The Boutique Hotel will be an exclusive hideaway, immerse with unobstructed views of 
the Seattle waterfront. Located in the Seattle Historic District the hotel will be steps away 
from Pike Place Market and most of the touristic activities. The hotel will have luxurious 
accommodations  and  great  facilities  for  a perfect stay. The guestrooms will be cozy and elegant, 
spacious and comfortable with large windows to enjoy the views of Seattle waterfront. The boutique 
hotel will have a contemporary vibe and a modern spirit. The rooftop bar will provide visitors with a 
special place for an enjoyable Happy Hour. High-quality materials, modern furnishing and peculiar 
touches will create a memorable experience for the visitors.

Program

4,500 sf. - Restaurant 
4,000 sf. - Outdoor Patio
2,000 sf. - Bar
800 sf. - Kitchen
1,000 sf. - Gym
600 sf. - Storage
500 sf. - Bathrooms
1,100 sf. - Elevator/Stairs
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Experiencing an nice dinner on the patioHaving a relaxing time, enjoying the view

Block Diagram



Enjoying a private dinner

Getting off from the elevator, excited to have dinner at TALI

Enjoying an nice dinner in the main restaurant

Materials - restaurant/bar
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Enjoying an nice dinner on the patio

Happy Hour at TALI

Get confortable in the lovely lounge 

Bar details

Wine display details

Drop-in ceiling details

Lighting wall details



Going to meet with friends 

Private party

Booth separator details


